IPod Investigation

Use a nifty IPod Touch to investigate

You will:
1. Learn where stuff is located
2. Learn how to use the library website
3. Learn where to go for help

Collect clues during your investigation and you will be rewarded handsomely, greatly, isn’t it really all about the learning experience anyway?

HINT
You may snack on peanuts and crackerjacks when you see this Chattanooga team play.

WORD: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
So How Does it Work?

1. Check out a cool iPod Touch from the Circulation Desk. You have it for 3 hours, and it must stay in the library.

2. To turn it on, press the button on the front of the iPod. Touch the Video icon and select the USTUI25 Video. Conduct the iPod Investigation, collecting blue clues along the way.

   Clues: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

3. iPod Touch Controls: Touch the screen to see the controls.

   Touch here TO PAUSE
   Use the circle TO CONTROL VOLUME
   While playing, touch here and hold TO REWIND

4. When you are finished, turn the clues into a word about Chattanooga and earn your fabulous prize.

5. Turn the iPod Touch back in to the Circulation Desk. Failure to do so could cost you $400!

6. Take a Quiz to show us all that you learned.